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Planning Committee Recommendation to Remove the Firm Cost Cap  

on Bicycle and Pedestrian TIP Projects 
 

 
Current policy is to apply a firm cap to all bicycle and pedestrian projects that are put on the TIP.  
This was originally done to be consistent with the Transportation Enhancements Program (TEP) 
administered by NYSDOT and because CDTC, at the time, did not have a good history of 
construction and engineering funding for bike/ped projects to develop ‘comfortable’ cost 
estimates.  
 
As part of the 2010-15 TIP update, the Planning Committee agreed to revisit the cap discussion.  
The issue was on the agenda for discussion during the TIP update but was overlooked due to the 
amount of time spent with the Round 1 and Round 2 programming discussions.  At the April 6, 
2011 Planning Committee meeting, members had an informal discussion and suggested the staff 
outline some options for consideration.  At that time, concerns were also raised about the 
different treatment of highway and transit projects regarding late cost changes and overruns, and 
the potential for having different cost cap treatments for projects considered for flexible funding 
by CDTC and those submitted to NYSDOT for Enhancement funding.  
 
Table 1 presents the current variety of approaches to various combinations of fund source and 
project type.  Note that many of the rules (shown in bold) are imposed by NYSDOT or USDOT 
and are not subject to modification by CDTC.  Only those rules not shown in bold in Table 1 are 
candidates for revisiting by CDTC. 
 

Table 1 
Eligibility for Consideration of Cost or Scope Amendments 

for Various Fund Source – Project Type Combinations on CDTC’s TIP 
 

 FHWA FHWA FHWA FHWA FHWA FHWA FHWA FTA 
 Highway Bike/Ped Trail Spot Enhance SRS Transit Transit 
    (on road) (off road)           
Scope revision Yes Yes (1) Yes (1) No No No Yes Yes 
Scope revision with 
cost implications Yes No No No No No Yes Yes 

Cost increase, no 
scope change Yes No No No No No Yes Yes 

Latest opportunity for 
amendment 

Before 
letting None None None None None 

Limited 
to $ in 
grant 

Limited 
to $ in 
grant 

Cover overbids and 
change orders? Yes No No No No No No No 
(1)  CDTC would likely consider a reasonable scope request if costs remained capped. 
Bold font represents rules imposed by others.      
Normal font represents latitude and/or explicit constraints provided by CDTC policies and practices. 

 
 
 



 

Discussion Framework 
 
The Planning Committee discussed four options that included (a) retaining a firm cap on all 
stand-alone bike/ped projects; (b) removing the firm cap on future stand-alone bike/ped projects, 
with the exception of spot improvements; (c) removing the firm cap on both existing and future 
bike/ped projects; and (d) tighten the cap on all projects and extend the tightened rules to all 
projects, existing and new.  Each of these options was discussed at length by the Planning 
Committee within the framework of  CDTC’s  current planning principles and practices: 
 
• CDTC seeks steady progress across all aspects of its plan at any funding level.  

Implementation of the entire plan is required to deliver good system performance, build a 
healthy region and provide the economic, air quality and livability benefits promised by 
New Visions. 

• Access to flexible funds in the TIP is influenced primarily by New Visions’ budgets for 
each project category (which guides Round 1 allocations of funds to each category) and by 
compelling arguments for particular projects and initiatives (Round 2 and 3 discussions).  
Head-to-head competition between projects from different project categories is not a 
central element of the TIP process. 

• CDTC also views equity as applying the same rules to all sponsors and avoiding the 
appearance of providing one treatment to one sponsor while withholding it from another. 

• No TIP amendment (or change to a project listing during a TIP update) can be considered 
automatic; all projects must be viewed as having scope and cost caps.  Table 1 simply 
describes whether changes can even be floated for consideration. 

 
Planning Committee Recommendation 
 
Planning Committee members agreed that current policy was inequitable because it maintains a 
distinction between bike/ped and other projects that is not justified if cost estimates are 
comparable in quality to those of other project types, and is inconsistent with CDTC’s holistic 
principles outlined above.  For those reasons, the Planning Committee recommended that the 
firm cap on existing and future bike-ped projects on the TIP be removed.  This would 
extend the eligibility for consideration of cost or scope changes to existing projects on a case-by-
case basis.  
 
If the Policy Board accepts this recommendation, demonstrated good faith effort to deliver the 
approved scope and honor the agreed cost cap would be critical elements to CDTC review of any 
change to a project for which the sponsor had accepted the firm cap earlier.  Given that sponsors 
entered into project development after accepting a firm cap, the burden on the sponsor (in 
documenting the argument for an amendment) would be greater than typical for other projects. 
Further, any change in scope or cost would be subject to Planning Committee and Policy Board 
approval based on CDTC TIP amendment guidelines. 
   
The Planning Committee recommendation opened up a broader discussion regarding scope and 
budget changes for all TIP projects.  The Planning Committee requested that the staff explore a 
broader investigation of policies related to requests for scope and budget changes for all projects. 
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